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The formation of mineralized tissues is governed by extracellular
matrix proteins that assemble into a 3D organic matrix directing the
deposition of hydroxyapatite. Although the formation of bones and
dentin depends on the self-assembly of type I collagen via the Gly-X-Y
motif, the molecular mechanism by which enamel matrix proteins
(EMPs) assemble into the organic matrix remains poorly under-
stood. Here we identified a Y/F-x-x-Y/L/F-x-Y/F motif, evolution-
arily conserved from the first tetrapods to man, that is crucial for
higher order structure self-assembly of the key intrinsically
disordered EMPs, ameloblastin and amelogenin. Using targeted
mutations in mice and high-resolution imaging, we show that im-
pairment of ameloblastin self-assembly causes disorganization of
the enamel organic matrix and yields enamel with disordered hy-
droxyapatite crystallites. These findings define a paradigm for the
molecular mechanism by which the EMPs self-assemble into supra-
molecular structures and demonstrate that this process is crucial
for organization of the organic matrix and formation of properly
structured enamel.
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Biomineralization is a key process in vertebrates by which cal-
cium and phosphate ions are incorporated into soft matrices in

the form of hydroxyapatite (HAP). The advent of mineralized tissues
enabled the evolution of various adaptive phenotypes, such as for-
mation of the endoskeleton, body armor, and teeth (1). Bio-
mineralization depends on evolutionarily related extracellular matrix
proteins that control the nucleation and growth of HAP crystallites
(2). Most of these proteins are encoded within the 4q13–q21 locus in
a large cluster of genes for the secretory calcium-binding phospho-
proteins (SCPPs) that have evolved from a common ancestor gene
by tandem duplication and neo-functionalization (3–5).
A major competitive advantage of early vertebrates was the evo-

lution of teeth in the oral cavity (6). In tetrapods, teeth are composed
of two major mineralized tissues: the relatively softer dentin, pro-
duced by odontoblasts of neuroectodermal origin, and the harder
enamel, produced by ameloblasts derived from oral epithelial cells.
Because of a unique combination of hardness and fracture toughness,
the enamel provides mechanical, chemical, and biological protection
to the tooth. In more primitive tetrapods, the HAP crystallites of
enamel are oriented in the direction of ameloblast movement (7). In
mammals, however, enamel is more complex, formed by prisms that
cluster and change direction abruptly between the inner enamel–
dentin junction (EDJ) and the outer enamel surface (8). This com-
plexity can result in various arrangements, such as the Hunter–
Schreger bands (HSBs), in which clusters of prisms change their
orientation in a zig-zag pattern (9). Such patterning significantly en-
hances the resistance of enamel to abrasion and pressure.

Proper formation and quality of enamel depend on the secretion
of the structural enamel matrix proteins (EMPs) amelogenin
(AMEL) and ameloblastin (AMBN). It is thought that AMEL, the
most abundant EMP and the proposed crystallization nucleator (10,
11), diverged from AMBN (4) that itself evolved together with other
SCPPs from a common ancestor protein, SPARCL-1 (1). AMBN and
AMEL belong to a broad family of intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs) (12–14) that usually interact via locally folded structures
formed by short linear motifs rich in hydrophobic amino acid residues
(15, 16). Both proteins self-assemble into higher order structures from
monomeric subunits (11, 14), similar to type 1 collagen (COL1), the
predominant matrix protein of bones and dentin (17). Although it is
well established that COL1 self-assembly involves the consecutive Gly-
X-Y motif, neither the molecular basis of the self-assembly of AMBN
and AMEL into supramolecular structures nor the role of these
structures in the formation of properly structured enamel are known.
Here we report the identification of an evolutionarily conserved

Y/F-x-x-Y/L/F-x-Y/F motif that is essential for the self-assembly
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of AMBN and AMEL. Targeted mutations in mice revealed that
AMBN self-assembly is indispensable for the correct formation of
the organic matrix of developing enamel, the oriented growth of
HAP crystallites, and inhibition of ingrowth of the interprismatic
matrix (IPM) into the prismatic structures. This direct in vivo
evidence demonstrates that the formation of supramolecular
structures of EMPs is essential for formation of highly structured
enamel in mammals.

Results
Identification of a Unique Motif Essential for Self-Assembly of AMBN
and AMEL. We have recently demonstrated (14) that human
AMBN self-associates into ribbon-like supramolecular structures
via a short exon 5-encoded segment consisting of residues 36–72
(Fig. 1A). To identify residues that account for the self-assembly
capacity of AMBN, we constructed AMBN variants with deletions
or with glycine substitutions in the segment 36–72 (Fig. 1A and Fig.
S1A). Analysis of the oligomeric status of such altered AMBN
variants by size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) then revealed

that the AMBNΔ54–72, AMBN44–53-G, and AMBNRK–GG variants
still behaved like intact AMBN and eluted as large molecular mass
polymeric species in the void volume of a column with a 1,300 kDa
cutoff (Fig. 1B). In contrast, the AMBNΔ36–53, AMBN36-43-G, and
AMBNYYF–GGG variants eluted as a sharp peak corresponding to
AMBN monomers (Fig. 1B). Accordingly, no polymeric structures
were observed for these mutant variants by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Fig. 1C), whereas the AMBNΔ54–72,
AMBN44–53–G, and AMBNRK–GG variants still formed the poly-
meric ribbons observed with intact AMBN (Fig. 1C). Hence, the
aromatic residues Tyr36, Tyr39, and Phe41, forming the short linear
motif involving residues 36–41, were required for AMBN self-
assembly. Indeed, each of the individual glycine substitutions of
Tyr36, Tyr39, and Phe41 disrupted the capacity of AMBN to oligo-
merize and form the ribbon-like structures (Fig. 1 B and C). Hence,
the involvement of any of the three aromatic residues was critical
for AMBN self-assembly. Moreover, when the segment consisting
of residues 36–41 (R36–41) was genetically fused to the monomeric
C-terminal domain of AMBN (AMBN-Cterm) (14), the resulting
R36–41–AMBN-Cterm fusion protein gained the capacity to form
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Fig. 1. Identification of residues essential for the self-assembly of AMBN. (A) Schematic representations of human Ambn mRNA, of the zoomed-out exon
5-encoded sequence comprising residues 36–72 of AMBN, and of the sequence modifications in the mutant AMBN variants. Letters in red represent residues
identified as indispensable for AMBN self-assembly. The solid lines replacing the brown-colored bars represent the portions deleted in AMBN. The glycine residues
indicated in bold represent the substitutions introduced into the original AMBN sequence. Amino acid numbering is based on the sequence of the mature AMBN
protein lacking the secretion signal peptide (AMBN, sequence NP_057603.1). (B) Purified recombinant intact AMBN (black line) and its mutant variants (colored lines)
were analyzed by SEC on a Superdex 200 10/300 column. The molecular masses of the globular protein standards are indicated in kilodaltons above the chro-
matograms. V0, void volume. (C) TEM of purified intact AMBN and of its mutant variants. (Primary magnification: 64,000×.) (Scale bars, 100 nm.)
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ribbon-like supramolecular structures similar to those formed by the
entire AMBN (Fig. S2). However, no such structures were observed
when the segment R36–41 of AMBN was fused to an unrelated in-
trinsically disordered protein, the self-processing module (SPM) of
the bacterial Fe-regulated protein C (FrpC) (Fig. S2) (18, 19).

Hence, the AMBN segment comprising residues 36–41 was suffi-
cient to mediate self-assembly of an enamel protein.
In the primary sequence of AMEL, the other major self-assem-

bling EMP, two segments (residues 12–17 and 33–38) resemble the
self-assembly motif of AMBN (Fig. 2A). To test whether these seg-
ments play a role in AMEL self-assembly, the aromatic residues of
the first (Tyr12, Phe15, and Tyr17), second (Tyr33, Tyr36, and Tyr38), or
both segments were replaced with glycine residues (Fig. 2A and Fig.
S1B). In contrast to native AMEL, which eluted in the void volume
of the SEC column as a large oligomer, the applied AMELYFY–GGG

and AMELYYY–GGG variants eluted as broad included peaks, having
the monomeric form of the proteins as the predominant component
(Fig. 2B). Moreover, the AMEL(YFY,YYY)–GGG construct with glycine
substitutions in both segments eluted quantitatively as a narrow peak
of the monomeric form (Fig. 2B). Accordingly, no complexes were
observed with any of the mutant AMEL variants by TEM, whereas
the intact AMEL formed the expected polymeric structures (Fig. 2C).
Hence, the mutated segments were critical for AMEL self-assembly.
To corroborate these observations, the AMBN and AMEL

proteins were N-terminally fused to an α-helical tolerance to group
A colicins (TolA) protein segment containing 52 Lys residues that
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Fig. 2. Identification of residues essential for AMEL self-assembly. (A) Sche-
matic representation of human Amel mRNA, of the amino acid sequence
comprising residues 12–38 of AMEL with mutated segments 12–17 and 33–38,
and of the mutant AMEL variants. Letters in red represent residues identified as
indispensable for AMEL self-assembly. The glycine residues indicated in bold
represent substitutions introduced into the original AMEL sequence. Amino
acid numbering is based on the sequence of the mature AMEL protein lacking
the secretion signal peptide (AMEL, sequence NP_001133.1). (B) Purified
recombinant intact AMEL (black line) and its mutant variants (colored lines)
were analyzed by SEC on a Superdex 200 10/300 column. The monomeric acid-
treated AMEL (20) was used as a control. The molecular masses of the globular
protein standards are indicated in kilodaltons above the chromatogram. V0,
void volume. (C) TEM of purified intact AMEL and of its mutant variants. (Pri-
mary magnification: 64,000×.) (Scale bars, 100 nm.)
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enabled oriented and highly efficient immobilization of the AMBN
and AMEL proteins to the general layer compact (GLC) surface of
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor chips. SPR analysis then
revealed that immobilized TolA-AMBN bound the intact AMBN
strongly, whereas only residual binding of the AMBNYYF–GGG

variant was observed (Fig. 3A). Similarly, immobilized TolA-AMEL
bound the intact AMEL strongly, whereas only poor binding of the
AMELYFY–GGG, AMELYYY–GGG, or AMEL(YFY,YYY)–GGG vari-
ants was detected (Fig. 3B). Moreover, binding of intact AMBN to
immobilized TolA-AMBN was strongly reduced in the presence of
equimolar amounts of intact AMEL but was impaired only partly or
not at all in the presence of the AMELYFY–GGG, AMELYYY–GGG,
or AMEL(YFY,YYY)–GGG variants, respectively (Fig. 3C). All these
data demonstrate that the integrity of the self-assembly motif de-
fined here determines the capacity of AMBN and AMEL to form
large polymeric structures and may be important for the previously
described interaction between AMBN and AMEL (21–23).

The Self-Assembly Motif of EMPs Is Evolutionarily Conserved in
Tetrapods. We next asked whether the self-assembly motif of
EMPs is evolutionarily conserved among vertebrates. Therefore,
we aligned the GenBank-deposited sequences of AMBN and
AMEL proteins from different species (Tables S1 and S2) and
displayed the three key residues of the self-assembly motifs for
each corresponding clade of a consensual phylogenic tree for the
representative vertebrate genera (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the aro-
matic tyrosine and/or phenylalanine residues were found to be
evolutionarily conserved in all three key positions of the self-
assembly motifs of almost all aligned EMP sequences of tetrapods
(Fig. 4A). The randomly and rarely occurring aliphatic hydrophobic
residues thus point to the importance of maintaining of overall
hydrophobicity of the self-assembly motif, which may reflect the
intrinsically disordered nature of the EMPs. In contrast, the self-
assembly motif was not present in ray-finned (Actinopterygii) and
lobe-finned (Sarcopterygii) fish (Fig. 4A).
To corroborate that the function of the self-assembly motif is

conserved across tetrapods, we produced the AMBN proteins of
mouse and caiman that diverged ∼300 million years ago. Indeed,
the intact AMBN proteins of both species self-assembled into
polymeric structures (Fig. 4B), whereas their capacity to poly-
merize was disrupted when the key residues of the self-assembly
motif (i.e., Tyr41, Leu44, and Phe46 in mouse AMBNYLF–GGG and
Tyr34, Tyr37, and Tyr39 in caiman AMBNYYY–GGG) were
replaced by glycine (Fig. 4B). These data define a self-assembly
motif with the consensus sequence Y/F-x-x-Y/L/F-x-Y/F, which is
common to major EMPs. This motif appears to be functionally
conserved from the early stages of tetrapod evolution and thus is
likely of high importance in enamel formation.

Self-Assembly of AMBN Is Crucial for the Formation of Highly Structured
Enamel.To examine the biological role of the self-assembly motif in
enamel formation, we generated a mutant AmbnG/G mouse pro-
ducing AMBN in which the three residues of the self-assembly
motif (Tyr41, Leu44, and Phe46) were replaced by glycine residues
(Fig. 5 A–C and Fig. S3). As a model of Ambn loss of function, we
further generated a mutant Ambn−/− mouse with an 8-bp deletion
at the 5′ end of Ambn exon 5 that yielded a frameshift introducing
a stop codon (Fig. 5C and Fig. S3A). Comparable Ambn mRNA
and AMBN protein levels were detected in preameloblasts and
early ameloblasts of AmbnWT/WT and AmbnG/G mice, whereas only
background Ambn mRNA levels were detected and no AMBN
protein was produced by Ambn−/− mice (Fig. 5 D and E).
To confirm that the disruption of the self-assembly motif also

yielded monomeric AMBN in vivo, incisor cervical loops of the
wild-type and AmbnG/G mice were extracted, and the oligomeric
state of AMBN was analyzed by sedimentation through glycerol
gradients. Although most of the AMBN extracted from incisors of
AmbnWT/WT mice was found in the denser fractions 4 and 5 of the
gradient (Fig. 5F), the extracted AMBNG sedimented more slowly,
and most of it was present in the lighter fractions 2 and 3 of the
gradient (Fig. 5F). Hence the AMBNG protein was defective in
forming the large and more rapidly sedimenting oligomeric struc-
tures within the enamel matrix of AmbnG/G mice.
Examination by microcomputed tomography (μCT) (Fig. 6 A–F)

and SEM (Fig. 6 G–I) revealed that the incisors of AmbnG/G mice
were covered by an aberrantly formed enamel layer (Fig. 6 B, E, and
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H) that differed significantly in structure from the normal enamel of
AmbnWT/WT mice (Fig. 6 A, D, and G). X-ray absorption intensities
revealed reduced mineralization of the enamel of AmbnG/G mice
compared with AmbnWT/WT mice (Fig. 6J). Concurrently, energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis of the mineral com-
position showed that the enamel of AmbnG/G mice contained slightly
lower amounts of calcium and phosphorus and higher amounts of
carbon than the enamel of AmbnWT/WT mice (Fig. 6 K, L, and M),
indicating a higher content of residual protein in the enamel of
AmbnG/G mice. Production of the triply substituted AMBNG variant
still allowed the formation of an enamel layer of normal thickness
(Fig. 6 B, E,H, and N). In contrast, only a residual mineral layer was
formed on incisors of Ambn−/− mice in the absence of the AMBN
protein (Fig. 6 C, F, I, and N), although the dentin part remained

unaffected (Fig. 6O). These data indicate that the self-assembly
motif of AMBN is not involved in the control of enamel thickness
but instead plays a role in determining enamel structure.
The substantial alteration of enamel structure was, indeed, ob-

servable by SEM on acid-etched AmbnG/G mouse incisors, even at
low magnification (Fig. 7 A and B and stereoscopic images in Fig.
S4 A and C). In contrast to the normal enamel of AmbnWT/WT

mice, which is characterized by a well-organized structure of uni-
serial HSBs (Fig. 7A and Fig. S4A), the enamel of AmbnG/G mice
exhibited a simple radial organization without visible HSBs (Fig.
7B and Fig. S4C). At higher magnification striking differences in
the structure of individual HAP crystallites were observed (Fig. 7 D
and E and Fig. S4 B and D). In the enamel of normal mice, the
crystallites were arranged regularly in tightly packed bundles,

A

B

C

D E F

Fig. 5. Construction and analysis ofAmbnG andAmbn− alleles. (A) Schematic representation of themouseAmbn gene with depiction of the targeted DNA sequence.
Codons for the three key residues of the self-assembly motif are shown as underlined bold characters. TALEN-binding sites are underlined in red. (B) The Ambn-
targeting single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide (ssODN) with the sequences homologous to the Ambn gene is underlined in blue, and the glycine codons replacing
the codons for the three key residues of the self-assembly motif are shown in bold red and are underlined. The ssODN was designed with silent mutations within the
recognition sequence of Ambn-TALEN to avoid repetitive digestions. (C) Chromosomal DNA samples extracted from the tails of targeted mice were used as templates
for PCR reactions with primers For and Rev (A), and the amplified products were examined by restriction analysis using XbaI (A) and XhoII (B) endonucleases (Fig. S3A)
and by DNA sequencing. The resulting chromatograms of the AmbnWT, AmbnG, and Ambn− alleles encompassing the mutated region are shown. Partial amino acid
sequences encoded by exon 5 of the AmbnWT, AmbnG, and Ambn− alleles are shown below each chromatogram. The three key amino acid residues of the self-
assembly motif are shown in bold (AmbnWT), and the introduced glycine residues are shown in bold red (AmbnG). The 8-bp deletion (dashed line) in exon 5 of the
Ambn− allele causes a frame-shift introducing a STOP codon (asterisk). (D) Relative expression levels ofAmbnmRNA in the lower incisors of AmbnWT/WT, AmbnG/G, and
Ambn−/− mice were analyzed by quantitative PCR (qPCR) and were normalized to Rpl19. The bars represent the mean values with the SD from at least three in-
dependent specimens measured in triplicate (n.s., P > 0.05; ***P < 0.001). (E) Western blot analysis of AMBN production in the lower incisors of AmbnWT/WT, AmbnG/G,
and Ambn−/− mice. E-cadherin was used as a loading control. Molecular masses in kilodaltons are given on the left side of the panel. (F) Cervical loops from mouse
lower incisors were isolated, and the proteins were separated by glycerol gradient ultracentrifugation. Western blot analysis of the AMBN distribution demonstrates
that AMBN isolated from AmbnWT/WT mouse incisors forms polymeric structures that sediment similarly as the recombinant AMBN protein (rAMBNWT). In contrast,
AMBN isolated from AmbnG/G mouse incisors remains monomeric, similar to the mutant monomeric recombinant AMBN protein (rAMBNG).
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forming prisms and IPM (Fig. 7D and Fig. S4B), whereas in the
enamel of AmbnG/G mice the crystallites were ordered irregularly,
in bundles that lost compactness (Fig. 7E and Fig. S4D). The dis-
ruption of the self-assembly motif yielded further expansion of IPM
at the expense of the prismatic structures (Fig. 7 B, E, G, and H).
Finally, the enamel of Ambn−/− mice consisted of a thin, amor-
phous, enamel-like crust devoid of any visible higher organization

of HAP crystallites (Fig. 7 C and F and Fig. S4 E and F). These
results thus provide in vivo evidence that the self-assembly of
AMBN into supramolecular structures is essential for the forma-
tion of correctly structured enamel.

Impairment of AMBN Self-Assembly Causes Disorganization of Enamel
Matrix. Despite the striking structural defects of the enamel in the
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Fig. 6. Self-assembly of AMBN is required for enamel mineralization. (A–F) MicroCT and (G–I) SEM images of incisor enamel of AmbnWT/WT (A,D, and G), AmbnG/G (B,
E, and H), and Ambn−/− (C, F, I) mice. (A–C) Virtual longitudinal μCT sections through the lower incisors. The range of pseudocolors is displayed with highlighted values
for 25% and 75%HAP phantoms. The dashed line marks positions of virtual sections (D–F). One representative experiment of three (AmbnWT/WT and AmbnG/G) or five
(Ambn−/−) performed is shown in each panel. (Scale bars, 1 mm.) (D–F) Frontal virtual sections through lower incisors in the positions marked in A–C. One repre-
sentative experiment of three (AmbnWT/WT and AmbnG/G) or five (Ambn−/−) performed is shown in each panel. (Scale bars, 500 μm.) (G–I) SEM of unetched enamel
layers of frontal sections of lower right incisors (buccal side on the left). The images were acquired by a concentric backscattered detector. (Primary magnification:
500×.) The yellow dotted line represents the EDJ, and the red box delineates the area selected for EDS. One representative experiment of four (AmbnWT/WT and
Ambn−/−) or three (AmbnG/G) performed is shown in each panel. (Scale bars, 100 μm.) (J–O) Quantification of enamel parameters in AmbnWT/WT, AmbnG/G, and Ambn−/−

mice represented by box-and-whisker plots with indicated levels of significance (n.s., P > 0.05; ***P < 0.001). The line within the box represents the median; the box
represents the SD; whiskers represent 1.5× the interquartile range; dots represent outliers. The median values are given below or above the boxes. (J) Maximum intensity
corresponding to the degree of mineralization of enamel region in the virtual μCT sections shown in D–F. The values were calculated from lower left and right incisors of
three AmbnWT/WT, three AmbnG/G, and five Ambn−/−mice. The dashed line indicates the value for the 75% HAP phantom; the dotted line indicates the value for the 25%
HAP phantom. (K–M) Median intensities of calcium (K), phosphorus (L), and carbon (M) estimated by EDS in the areas marked by the red boxes inG–I and calculated from
the lower right incisors of three AmbnWT/WT, three AmbnG/G, and two Ambn−/−mice (three linescans were taken for each tooth). See the positive correlation between the
maximum intensity from μCT reconstruction and the amount of calcium and phosphorus and the negative correlation between maximum intensity and the amount of
carbon. (N andO) Enamel thickness in the apical area of frontal SEM sections (N) and dentin thickness between the pulp and EDJ in the apical area of frontal SEM sections
(O) calculated for the incisors of three AmbnWT/WT, three AmbnG/G, and four Ambn−/− mice.
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AmbnG/G mice, no differences in localization and polarization of
ameloblasts were observed between AmbnWT/WT mice (Fig. 8 A and
D) and AmbnG/G mice (Fig. 8 B and E), and the ameloblasts de-
veloped Tomes’ processes (Fig. S5). As further shown in Fig. 8, the
numbers of ameloblasts (Fig. 8G) and odontoblasts (Fig. 8H) and
the thickness of preenamel (Fig. 8I) and predentin (Fig. 8J) layers of
incisors were similar in AmbnWT/WT and AmbnG/G mice. In addi-
tion, no significant differences in mRNA expression levels of the
ameloblast differentiation markers Shh (Fig. 8K), Amel (Fig. 8L),
and Mmp20 (Fig. 8M) were observed in AmbnWT/WT and AmbnG/G

mice. Moreover, the AMBN and AMEL proteins were still se-
creted into the extracellular enamel matrix of AmbnG/G mice (Fig.
S6). However, the AMBN and AMEL proteins were deposited
without any obvious pattern in the matrix containing the mono-
meric AMBNG protein (Fig. 8 O and R), whereas organized mesh-
like structures were observed in the enamel matrix of wild-type
mice (Fig. 8 N and Q). Finally, no AMBN protein was produced by
ameloblasts of Ambn−/− mice (Fig. 8P and Fig. S6C), and AMEL
secreted into the enamel matrix lacking AMBN formed an un-
structured layer of limited thickness (Fig. 8S and Fig. S6H). Hence
the presence and self-assembly capacity of AMBN are critical for
formation of the highly organized enamel matrix, which is an es-
sential prerequisite for formation of prismatic enamel in mammals.

Discussion
Hard tissue formation relies on proteins that govern calcium
phosphate homeostasis by controlling calcium phosphate stabi-
lization, precipitation, mineral nucleation, and hierarchical HAP
assembly (1, 3, 5). These proteins are often partially or fully
intrinsically disordered, allowing them to undergo dynamic
macromolecular interactions and form an organic matrix scaffold
for subsequent biomineralization (28–30). Correct formation of

the scaffold usually requires proteolytic cleavage of matrix pro-
teins and their self-assembly into higher order structures. For
example, the self-assembly process of collagen, a major organic
structural constituent of bone and dentine, depends on the re-
peating Gly-X-Y amino acid motif. Mutations in this motif cause
structural abnormalities, resulting in osteogenesis imperfecta
(31). Similarly, the proposed nucleator of HAP deposition in
bones and dentin, dentin matrix protein (DMP-1), self-assembles
into polymeric structures via the interaction of two specific acidic
clusters including residues ESQES and QESQSEQDS (32).
Previously, we and others have shown that the major EMPs,

AMBN and AMEL, also possess an intrinsic self-assembly capacity
and form higher order structures (11, 14). The first evidence sug-
gesting the existence of a specific sequence responsible for EMP
self-assembly revealed that deletion of the segment Met1–Trp44 of
AMEL abrogates its ability to self-assemble into higher order
structures (33). Subsequently, disrupted boundaries between prisms
and IPM were observed in the enamel of transgenic mice over-
expressing AMEL devoid of the Met1–Trp44 segment (34). More
recently, the self-assembly capacity of a synthetic peptide consisting
of residues 8–21 of AMEL was demonstrated (35), and we recently
have shown that the self-assembly capacity of the AMBN protein is
determined by the exon 5-encoded segment comprising residues 36–
72 (14). Finally, it was shown that production of an incomplete
AMBN that lacks the segments encoded by exons 5 and 6 (residues
41–157) results in dental and junctional epithelium defects that
abolish structured enamel formation (36). We now report the dis-
covery and functional analysis of an evolutionarily conserved Y/F-x-x-
Y/L/F-x-Y/F motif that appears to be indispensable for the self-
assembly of the AMBN (residues 36–41) and AMEL (residues 12–17
and 33–38) proteins into higher order structures. This motif is located
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Fig. 7. Self-assembly of AMBN determines the organization of enamel crystallites. (A–F) SEM images of frontal sections of the lower incisors of AmbnWT/WT

(A and D), AmbnG/G (B and E), and Ambn−/− (C and F) mice. (Primary magnification: 10,000× in A–C; 35,000× in D–F.) The yellow dotted line in C represents the
EDJ; the blue dashed line represents the outer enamel surface. Prismatic sheaths in D and E are indicated by red dotted lines, and the IPM is indicated by
yellow dotted lines. The yellow arrow indicates individual HAP crystallites. (G and H) Prism width (G) and IPM width (H) calculated from the frontal SEM
sections of three AmbnWT/WT and three AmbnG/G mice.
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Fig. 8. Self-assembly of AMBN organizes the structure of the extracellular enamel matrix. (A–F) H&E staining of the secretory stage enamel and of the adjacent monolayer
of ameloblasts in incisors ofAmbnWT/WT (A andD),AmbnG/G (B and E), andAmbn−/− (C and F) mice. (Magnification: 200× inA–C; 630× inD–F.) (Scale bars, 50 μm inA–C; 20 μm
in D–F.) A, ameloblasts; D, dentin; E, enamel; O, odontoblasts. One representative experiment of six (AmbnWT/WT), three (AmbnG/G), or five (Ambn−/−) performed is shown in
each panel. (G–J) The number of ameloblasts (G) and odontoblasts (H) and the thickness of preenamel (I) and predentin (J) calculated from twoareas of histological sections of
the incisors of three mice of each genetic background. (K–M) qPCR analysis of mRNA expression of ameloblast differentiation markers Shh (K), Amel (L), andMmp20 (M) in
mouse lower incisors. The expression levels of the genes of interest were normalized to the levels of Rpl19. The bars represent the mean values plus SD of at least three
independent specimens measured in triplicate (n.s., P > 0.05; *P < 0.05). (N–S) High-resolution confocal images of AMBN (N–P) and AMEL (Q–S) in enamel organic matrix.
(Magnification: 1,000×.) (Scale bars, 10 μm.) (N andQ) Staining of AMBN (N) and AMEL (Q) in the enamel matrix in the secretory stage of AmbnWT/WT ameloblasts. (O and R)
Staining of AMBN (O) and AMEL (R) in the enamel matrix in the early transition phase of AmbnG/G ameloblasts. (P and S) Staining of AMBN (P) and AMEL (S) in the enamel
matrix in the secretory stage of Ambn−/− ameloblasts. One representative experiment of five performed is shown in each panel.
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in the N-terminal regions of both proteins, which have evolved from a
common ancestor (1, 3, 4).
It is thought that formation of the enamel organic matrix depends

on cleavage of EMPs by matrix metalloprotease-20, resulting in the
release of different protein moieties exhibiting distinct roles and
spatial distribution in the matrix (37, 38). The N-terminal moiety of
AMBN comprising the self-assembly motif was shown to colocalize
with AMEL across the entire growing enamel (23, 39, 40), indicating
the role of the two proteins in the organization of the linear growth of
HAP crystallites. This role was shown later for AMEL by Fang et al.
(11), who demonstrated in vitro that dodecamer assemblies of full-
length AMEL stabilize mineral prenucleation clusters and organize
them into parallel arrays of linear chains, yielding the formation of
crystallite bundles. As shown here, only irregularly ordered crystal-
lites were observed in the enamel of AmbnG/G mice that pro-
duce a monomeric form of AMBN (Fig. 7). Hence, the self-
assembling capacity of AMBN is required for the development of
normal enamel containing the regularly arranged crystallites in
tightly packed bundles forming prisms and the IPM.
It remains to be deciphered in more detail how exactly AMBN

and AMEL form the protein scaffold of developing enamel. Based
on the current data, we hypothesize that AMEL assemblies
enable mineral prenucleation clusters to fuse and grow into linear
chains (11), whereas the higher order structures of the self-assembled
AMBN (or most likely its N-terminal moiety) contribute to the ori-
ented growth of the linear chains of AMEL in the 3D space (Fig.
S7A). This process, resulting in the formation of regular bundles of
crystallites within prisms and the IPM, might occur via a direct
interaction between AMEL and AMBN (21–23). Moreover, the
N-terminal moiety of AMBN was found to concentrate along the
prism/IPM boundary and to form a protein sheath around growing
prisms (39, 41). Therefore, it was proposed that the N-terminal
moiety of AMBN may inhibit the ingrowth of the interprismatic area
into the prismatic structures (42). As shown here, production of
monomeric AMBNG led to the disorganization of enamel organic
matrix and to the formation of irregularly ordered linear crystallites
within prisms and the IPM, with extensive expansion of the IPM at
the expense of prismatic structures (Figs. 7 and 8 and Fig. S7B).
AMBN self-assembly thus plays a key role in the formation of regular
bundles of crystallites within prisms and the IPM, and in the de-
lineation of IPM from prisms.
In contrast to the N-terminal moiety, the C-terminal moiety of

AMBN was previously found to be monomeric, to bind calcium ions,
and to concentrate only at the mineralization front (14, 40, 43). The
enamel of Ambn−/− mice lacking AMBN consisted of a thin, amor-
phous, enamel-like crust, but the enamel ofAmbnG/G mice producing
monomeric AMBN was still of proper thickness (Fig. 6). Therefore it
is plausible to hypothesize that the C-terminal moiety of AMBN may
be required for the proper initiation of crystallite formation.
The EMP self-assembly motif appears to be conserved in all tet-

rapod lineages (Fig. 4) but is absent from the AMBN or AMEL of
actinopterygians or sarcopterygians and appears to have first occurred
in tetrapods during the evolution of amphibians. This timing suggests
that the evolution of the self-assembly motif might have been con-
nected with the movement of tetrapod ancestors from water onto
land. Self-assembly would provide an evolutionarily important mech-
anism regulating the oriented formation of HAP crystallites, thus
reflecting the need for enhanced mechanical and chemical resistance
of enamel elicited by the new feeding strategies of the first tetrapods.
The self-assembly motif-driven polymerization of AMBN in

Archosauria might have been an ancestral stage that preceded the

organization of mammalian enamel. The self-assembling capacity
may have contributed to the delineation of the linearly oriented
HAP crystallites, as in recent crocodilians (7, 44). Based on the
hypothesis that Tomes’ processes evolved in early mammals (7, 44),
the change in the secretion surface of ameloblasts may have caused
the spatiotemporal distribution of AMBN to become involved in
the consolidation of organized enamel prisms instead of enamel
columns and to separate them from the IPM. This notion suggests
that the evolution of the self-assembly motif of AMBN and AMEL
might represent an important preadaptation for the evolution of
mammalian prismatic enamel.
As shown here, polymerization of AMBN is needed for the

formation of the functional enamel matrix (Fig. 8). This poly-
merization appears to be a prerequisite for regularly arranged
crystallites within prisms and the IPM and for the separation of
prisms from the surrounding less mature IPM. Such spatial dis-
crimination of two crystallization processes would enable the
formation of relatively resistant structures, such as enamel prisms,
and it would keep the surrounding softer IPM accessible for mild
mechanical adjustments. The existence of such a temporal shift
between prism and IPM was indeed found to be important for
accomplishment of perfect occlusion in the dentition of bats (45).
The data presented here thus set a paradigm showing that the self-
assembly of the major EMPs is a critical molecular mechanism
that would underlie the formation of highly organized enamel in
tetrapods and of the most complex prismatic enamel in mammals.

Materials and Methods
Detailedmethods can be found in SI Materials andMethods. All work with animals
was approved by the Animal Care Committee of the Institute of Molecular Ge-
netics according to institutional and national guidelines. All AMBN and AMEL
protein variants were produced in Escherichia coli BL21λ(DE3) cells and were pu-
rified from crude cell extracts to homogeneity. The purified proteins were exam-
ined by high-resolution SEC on a Superdex 200 10/300 column (GE Healthcare), by
TEM using a Philips CM100 electron microscope, and by SPR using a Bio-Rad Pro-
teOn XPR36 protein interaction array system. Mutant AmbnG/G and Ambn−/−mice
were generated by transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN) technol-
ogy, and their incisors were examined by μCT using a SkyScan 1176 μCT scanner
(Bruker), by scanning electron microscopy using a Nova NanoSEM 450 scanning
electron microscope (FEI), and by confocal microscopy using a Leica Sp5 confocal
microscope. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6.0
(GraphPad Software) or R 3.1.3 software (the R project for statistical computing)
with implied libraries dae, nlme, MASS, and ggplot2. Significant differences are
indicated as n.s., P > 0.05; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; and ****P < 0.0001.
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